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Rib Loc column forms are made by spirally winding a ribbed PVC profile into
tube. This enables column forms to be constructed, which are strong, lightweight,
easy to install & strip.

The formwork shall provide a superior surface finish with only minimal evidence
that the form has been spirally wound. The surface also incorporate the inherent"waxiness" of extruded PVC, thus no form oil is required. First class finish can
be obtained with the inclusion of a plastic inner tiner, if required.

The lightweight nature of Rib Loc form (450mm @ weighs < 3kg/m) means that
installation and handling are much easier than with other types of column forms.

Advantages:

' EASY TO STRIP: simply "unwind" the formwork or cut off in slabs.
' CUSTOM MADE: made-to-size from Diameter 21Smm - 1050mm. No

cutting to size at site, no wastage. Other sizes are also available upon
request.

' SPEED: able to perform multiple castings concurrenily.
' STRONG & ROBUST resist rain or accidental damage on site.
' SMOOTH FINISH: unsurpassed superior off-form finishing.
' COST EFFICIENT substantial total cost saving for the whole project.
' OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY: no razor sharp edges exposed

after stripping. No dangerous scrap left on site, dramatically reduced
injury risk.

' LIGHT WEIGHT & EASY TO HANDLE: makes a safer worksite.

Examples:

FORM WOUND
INSIDE OUT



Column Formwork

BRACING

Rib Loc column forms are generally braced according to accepted industry
practice for similar forms. As a general guide we recommend the following: -

1. Cross bracing supports from scaffolding at levels equal to 4x the diameter.
This form of bracing primarily stops the form from bowing away from the
reinforcing cage inside the form.

2. Additional bracing should be considered when above average static and
dynamic loads are exerted on the form. Strap at least four (for column
diameters below 600mm) or six (for column diameters above 600mm) 4"
x 3" timbers equally spaced around the circumference of the form and
running the full height of the column. This type of bracing is widely used
by contractors as a quick and effective means of ensuring the form remain
plumb as well as in its correct position around the reinforcing cage.

FIXING

In addition to bracing, the top and bottom of column forms must be fixed in their
designed positions. At the bottom, use four equally spaced blocks of wood
fixed to the floor slab to hold the Rib Loc form. The top of the form is usually
held in place by the soffit formwork. A circular hole is cut in the plywood to suit
the outside diameterof the Rib Locform. As Rib Locforms are manufactured to
exact required lengths, the form is slipped down through the hole in the soffit
and the top finishes flush with the underside of the slab. When there is no soffit
formwork to position the top of the form (e.g. final floor to roof situation) props
should be placed on the vertical bracing to position the column.

NOTE:

' Under no circumstances should props be placed directly onto the Rib
Loc form. As the pressure of such propping may result in a less than
acceptable finish on the column.

. When placing Rib Loc Column Formwork, ensure that
the arrow painted on the outside is pointing upwards;
this gives optimum strength and assists in stripping.

To appreciate the real savings of Rib Loc forms,
attention needs to be focused on more than the
initial purchase price. Reductions in crane use,
installation labour and stripping time mean that
substantial total cost savings can be achieved.
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TO ORDER COLUMN FORMS
Please provide:

Column diameter in mm
Column height in m
No. of forms required

Remarks: Forms are supplied with ribs on the outside, useless advise otherwise.

This brochure has been prepared for general information purposes only.
Supplier accepts no responsibility for any error or omission or in respect
of any /oss or damage incurred, as a result of the reliance by any person
upon the information contained herein. All warranties and liabilities
imposed by law whether expressly or impliedly including warranties as fo
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose are to the extend
permitted by law, hereby excluded.

Distributor/Agent:


